
MISSION MANAGEMENT

 LOGISTICS PLANNING

 INFORMATION MANAGEMENT

 DATA COLLECTION & ANALYSIS

 STAFF COORDINATION

 MONITORING & EVALUATION

 REPORTING & STATISTICS

GINA is a mission control software 
which helps to plan, monitor and       an-
alyse operations. Combining live com-
munication, fleet management and ge-
ographic information system features, 
it helps to translate collected data into 
decision support tools.   

Designed for emergency situations and 
security management.



GINA PC CENTRAL

Management software GINA PC Central provides users with an access to the real-time 
picture of the situation. Based on a collaborative map it allows interactions with other 
team mates in the terrain and enables administration of the mission critical datasets.

- Online and offline working mode
- Live sharing of data sets
- Real-time GPS location overview 
- Built-in mapping features 
   (drawings, icons, multimedia)
- Incident report management
- Creation of evacuation plans

- Advanced geo-fencing
- Access to history via interactive timeline
- Reporting of mission progress
- Task management and waypointing
- SMS distribution and receiving module
- Geographical and analytical features 
   (data layers, heat maps, filters)



GINA LOCATOR

Smartphone app designed for coordination of staff in the field via real-time interactive 
map. GINA Messenger allows users to display tactical data (safe/dangerous zones, POIs, 
navigation, waypoints), share their location, use various modes (incognito, SOS, etc.), 
create incident reports and communicate with each other (group messaging, pictures). 
Thanks to safety features users are warned in case of imminent danger or emergency.

GINA MESSENGER

Miniature vehicle or personal tracking       
device sending GPS position over mobile 
network (or satellite) every  5 seconds. 
Long lasting battery, panic button.



The control elements layout as well as the GINA system itself is an intellectual property of GINA Software s.r.o.

www.ginasystem.com

GINA: all-in-one mission management system including tracking, communication and 
an interactive map that helps you increase staff safety, minimize costs and reduce 
paperwork.

Developed together with emergency rescue workers

Utilized in the field during large-scale operations

Designed for bad connectivity (offline working mode)

Compatible with OpenDataKit (KoBo Toolbox)

Various import/export formats (kml, shapefile, csv, gpx)

Public data channels (various APIs and protocols, websites, RSS, etc.)

Secured communication protocols and data storage (SSL, proprietary encodings)

WE ARE THE MISSING PIECE BETWEEN COLLECTED DATA 
AND INFORMED DECISIONS.
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